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least not unreasonable to seek here some of the e< merchants "
upon whom the court bankers drew for funds to finance the
administration of the State.1
In any case, the material we have presented shows clearly
that a commercial and banking organization was in existence
at the beginning of the tenth century; its centre lay in
Baghdad, its heads were Joseph b» Phineas and Aaron b.
Amram, the two Jews who acted as court bankers, and who
had close business connections with rich merchants, Jews or
non-Jews, of Baghdad, Ahwaz, and other parts of the
Islamic empire. All these fulfilled an important function in
the economic life of the * Abbasid Caliphate, and by repeatedly
supplying the money needs of the State, helped to stave
off its ruin.
1 That the Jews of Baghdad and Babylonia continued to engage in
financial operations at a later period is attested by other sources. I only
wish to point out some cases here : in the MS. al-Hamadhani, Tafcmilat
Ta'rikh at-Tabari, Paris No. 1469, a Jewish banker Aaron is mentioned
under the year 941 as the jahbadh of Ibn Shirzad (^jcj* &Jj\+
3\ j ,-i /.»! JL^>-). He is probably the one who is frequently mentioned in
the newly published work of ag-Suli, Akhbar ar-Ba&f wal-Muttaqi, ed. J.
Heyworth Dunne, pp. 108, 147-8, 199, 204, under his full name & Jc
JL^Li «^J^Ji O^1 01 OJ->U aud who was kffled *» 940/941 in
Baghdad. In Ecl.9 iii, p. 282, a Jewish banker named Abu CAU
b. Fadlan (^.^Ji) of Baghdad (998) refused to grant a loan (^^5)
to the Emir Baha* ad-3>aula, which led to an attack on Jews in order to
extort money from them. In Ibn al-Athir, voL x, 14* 79, we hear of a Jewish
tax-farmer of Basra, Ibn 'Allan al-yahudi, S^aJl .vU** c£\>C-^ O^ Cf\
who served the Caliphs for more than twenty years. He was extremely
wealthy and granted a loan of 100,000 dinars to 2?i?am al-Mulk. As a
result of intrigues he was murdered in 1079. He was deeply mourned
in his city, and the Sultan himself bewailed him for three days. Another
Jewish contemporary of Xizam al-Mulk, -who occupied an important official
position, was a certain Abu Sa'd b. Samha al-yahudi, Ue-^- ^.* »u»_— _yi
^.s^Ji, "who resided in Baghdad in 1091 and was an agent of Malik
Shah" (Ibn cd-Athfr, x, 123—4). In the Ottoman Empire we frequently meet
with Jewish bankers and brokers to the Pashas of Baghdad. But that
lies beyond the scope of this study. These instances are no more than a few-
gleanings from Arab sources regarding Jewish commercial actrrity. A
farther and systematic investigation is one of the desiderata of Jewish
historical research.

